Goal
To soive the membership problem for the semigroup variety MNIL*D and for the category variety induced globally by the monoid variety MNIL.
Introduction
This paper solves a difficult problem using the theory developped in{W&T] and [T&W] . Some familîarity with the results and terminology of these two papers is presupposed. The following proposition shows that the two membership problems are really one and the same. 
Plan
The principal resuit [theorem (3.1)] shows that statement (iv) in the above proposition holds for the monoid variety MNIL. The complete proof, however, is long and complicated. Theorem (3.1) proves the resuit modulu the construction of a certain function ƒ (n), to which the bulk of the paper is devoted.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section (2) contains the basic définitions and notations. Section (3) contains the principal resuit. Section (4) contains a number of technical lemmas. Finally, Section (5) contains the main lemmas as well as lemma (5.6) which defines f(n) and complètes the proof of theorem (3.1). The next section starts with a few facts about MNIL.
MNIL-CONGRUENCES
2.1. DÉFINITION: Let A be an alphabet, xeA*. \x\ a dénotes the number of times the letter a appears in x. Let xy={aeA\\x\ a^l } that is, xy is the alphabet of x. Next let Notice that x,y = Let x 8" be the subword of x obtained by erasing from x all occurences of the letters in x y n . The following définition and lemma are borrowed from [S] 2.6. DÉFINITION: A (directed) graph G = (7, E, a, to) consists of a set V of vertices, a set E of edges, and two functions a, CÙ : E -* V which assign to each edge its begin and end vertex, respectively. We dénote by P the set of ail (possibly empty) paths over G. We use the symbol ~ to dénote the coterminamity relation on paths. Let G be a graph and let xe£*. Note that in the définition of R n we allow empty loops. Let P" be the smallest congruence over G which contains R n . Once we show [lemma (2. 8) below] that the P"'s have finite index, it follows by proposition (2.5) (iv), that the P"'s are local MNIL-congruences. 
Proof:
We proceed by induction on k where l^fc<* |£|. If |xy| =1 then either x is an edge, in which case let x = x, or x = e> where e is a loop-edge and j^ 1. In the latter case let x = e min{Un \ In either case x p M x.
Next suppose that the induction hypothesis holds for fc^l, and let |xy|=/e + l. If let x = x. Else we shall construct a path x such that x (3 n x and | x | < | x |. The induction will then follow by itération.
Put some arbitrary but fixed ordering on £, As it follows by the pigeon hole principle that there exists eeE such that |x| e i>n|S",>|+2.
If there are several such edges, choose the first in the £-ordering. Thus x contains n | S n k \ +1 non-overlapping segments, ail of which are coterminal paths whose alphabet is of size gfe.
If one of these paths is empty, then e is a loop-edge and as |x| e >n, we can construct x such that | x \ e = n and x P n x.
If none of the segments is empty, then, by induction, each of them iŝ "-congruent to some path in S nk . Again, by the pigeon hole principle, at least n+1 of them must be p n -congruent to the same path in S nk . Let s l9 . . ., s n+1 be the first n+ 1 such p n -congruent paths and let s be the path in S nk which is congruent to then. Then Proof: There are no more than | S n | E ( | ^"-classes.
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THE PRINCIPAL RESULT

3,1. THEOREM: Any local MNIL-congruence is an MNIL-congruence.
Proof: If 8 is a local MNIL-congruence, then there exists an n^O such that S 2 R n , and thus 8 2 P". But by définition (2.6) and lemma (2.9), P" is a local MNIL-congruence. By proposition (2.5) (v), ~r t is an MNILcongruence. Thus if we can find a function ƒ=ƒ(«) such that P"2^ (n) , then this would prove that P" is an MNIL-congruence and thus so is 8.
We now embark on the task of constructing ƒ (n).
•
TECHNICAL LEMMAS
4.1. LEMMA: Let L n ktV = S" yk n L o . Let L n k be any element of{L nkv \veV} of maximal cardinality. Let g (n) = n \ L n ï ( E , | +1. Then
for ail xeP and for ail eeE, \x\ e^g (n) implies that x contains n non-overlapping segments, ail of which are ^"-congruent loops whose first edge is e.
Proof: As \x\ e^g (n) 9 x can be factorized as x = x o ex t . . .ex gin) . So x contains n | L n ( E ( | loops about e a, namely, ex u . . ., ex" \L" \ E \\-®l emma (2. 8), there are such that for ail 1 ^ i ^ n | L n \ E 11, ex { P n x v By the pigeon hole principle, there exists at least n of the ic £ 's which are P n -congruent to each other. Thus at least n of ex l9 . . ., ex n t Ln f are p n -congruent to each other as well n 4.2. Remark: Notice that |<S n j £) | is a constructible upper bound to the index of p". Let k n be the cardinality of a maximal cardinality base monoid of G*/P n . Then \L n j E | | is a constructible upper bound to k n . Lemma (4.1) would still be true with g(n) defined as nk n +\. However, while we do not have an algorithm to décide for any paths x and y whether x $ n y is true, we do have an algorithm to décide whether x and y are p"-congruent to the same path in S n , E ( . If they are then x fi n y is true, but even if not it may still be the case that x$ n y. Similarly, if x and y are coterminal loops, we can décide whether x and y are P n -congruent to the same loop in S nt] E ,. Thus to make the proofs to corne algorithmic, we must define g(n) as in lemma (4.1).
We now proceed with the lemmas. By lemma (4.4), we conclude that x P" ul n v and thus x P" ul k v for all k ^ n. D 4.6. DÉFINITION: We introducé the notion of a simple path. Let xeP.x is said to be simple if f either x is an empty path, or for all eexy, |x| e =l. Next we define a map s : P -> P which associâtes to ever y path a simple path coterminal to it. If x is simple then s (x) = x. Else there exists an edge which accurs in x at least twice. Introducé an ordering on x y by the order in which the edges of x appear for the first time as x is scanned from left to right. Let e be the first edge in x y which occurs in x more than 
Proof:
We proceed by induction on | x j.
If |x| =1 then s(x) = x and r=L If |x| >1 then if x is simple, r= )x|. Else, as in (4.6), x = x 0 ex 1 ex 2 with x 0 being a simple path and s(x) = x 0 es(x 2 ). If x 2 is empty then s(x) = x o e so r = I
x o I +1-Else, as j x 2 1 < | Again using lemma (4. 8), we can create another z in one of y lt . . ., y t .
LEMMA: Let h(ri) = (n+\)g(ri) + (n-\). Let xeP, and let z be a simple loop about xco such that for all eezy, \x\ e^h (n). Then xp n xz.
Proof: By lemma (4.9), As2a= -y n (û, y n is a loop. Then
LEMMA: Let xeP and let z be a loop about X(Ù such that for all eezy, \x\ e^h (n). Then
xp"xz.
Proof: Note that this lemma differs from the previous one in that z is no longer required to be simple.
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We proceed by induction on \z\.
If | z | = 1 then z is simple, so we are done by lemma (4.10). Proof: Without loss of generality, assume that | x \ ^ | y \. We start by proving by induction on i for O^i^ |x| that there exist paths y t such that y P n y h yt anc * x have a common prefix of length i and for ail eeE, \y \ e <L \y t | e .
For the case i = 0 let y ö =y. Now suppose that x-pau and y t =pbv where |/>| = i^0, a, beE and y$ n pbv. If a -b we are done. Else, as |^i| a^ | y | fl , it follows that |y f | ö^/ i(n)^g(n). So y £ contains n non-overlapping (3 n -congruent loops starting with the edge a. As aa = ba i we can use lemma (4.5) to conclude that yi$ n pl n bv where / is a loop starting with a. Let y i+1 =pl n bv, This complètes the induction on i.
Now by setting i-|x|, we obtain j^P n xz for some loop z. As yy=y t y for ail O^z^ |x|, we conclude that (xz)y-y y. So zycxy=j;y. Finally using lemma (4.10), we have xp n x2p n j.
• 5.3. Remark: The next two lemmas are long and complicated, but the ideas behind them are rather simple. The reader may wish to study first the final lemma in order to see the meed for the two lemmas. Proof: Given paths p and q such that p 8" and q 8" are empty, we have that p & n q iff py -qy andp~q. This observation will be used later. We start by introducing some notation. Let
B 0 ={eeE\\x\ e <g(n)}.
For allO</< |£| let Finally let
Observe that B= \J B Jt Observe further that if B = E then x=y and this lemma is rat her trivial. Also, if B -% then k=Q so let x-x' and y=y' and the lemma follows. Thus we may assume that 0< \B\ < \ E |. This implies that there exists 0^/^ {E] such that B } = % but we shall not use this f act. Given paths p and q, we say that q is f ulier than /?, written p^q, iff py = qy and for all ee£, ]/>| e^| #j £ . This relation satisfies p^p and p^q together with q^r implies p^r. Ho we ver, pSq and q^p does not imply that p -q. But we do not need this last property.
The proof proceeds via a certain construction. We construct two séquences of fuller and fuïler paths which have certain properties. These properties will now be stated for the x séquence. The corresponding properties for the y séquence can be obtained by reading x for y and y for x in the obvious places, (i) For ail / such that 0^/^ | JBJ, ( ' E ' > and ƒ =ƒ ' £ ' > and remembering the observation made at the very beginning of the proof, the lemma follows.
We shall now take up the details of the construction. We proceed by induction on 0^/^ |E|.
As x = x
(0) and y~y i0 \ the case / = 0 is immédiate. So we pass to the induction step. Assume that for some 0^/<|£|, x (0 and y {l) have been constructed in accordance with properties (i) to (v (n) .
As /<|£|, we use lemma (4.1) to create g i E i -(/+ D Q^ occurrences o f €j+1 i n z 0'. J) using only H fl i E \ -a+ D ^-transformations, in such a way that the only segment of z i} to be affected is zf- S) itself. This new path we call z i% j+l which differs from z t j only in that zJ I%J Vz{ u+1) .z l . fJ . +1 have been constructed in accordance with properties (I) to (IV).
This complètes the induction on the z ifj *s. O^zg/c, x-' ^^(rt)/' and x-' 8 ft(n) is empty and similarly for 3;^ S ft(n) .
Thus, by lemma (5.2), for ail O^i^fc, xî'PnJ'"-So ^"P»/'-So we have the chain * % I E i ( A (")) *' P* (") ^" P B /' Ph (")/ P ff I £ I (h ("))ƒ• •
